
ע"ש מישאל בן זאב יהודה הלוי הורוביץ

Torah study that
lights the way 



Leadership
 in Times of Crisis

Dear partners,
The past year was a time of withdrawal 
and of growth combined. The COVID-19 
pandemic impacted our Beit Midrash, 
just as it impacted the entire world. It 
was a challenging year. Many plans 
were cancelled; learning sessions could 
not be held; and lockdowns kept us apart. 
The enormous challenges posed required both 
leadership and flexibility. With Hashem's help, 
despite the challenges, we succeeded in growing in 
many ways. Like most organizations and individuals, we 
transferred most of our religious and educational activity 
to Zoom. We answered many questions about Jewish law and 
practice in COVID times and found creative solutions to live a 
full Jewish life despite lockdowns and social distancing. Our rabbis 
received special training on running activities online, enabling us to 
develop lessons and create platforms for learning in pairs or groups that 
opened our Beit Midrash to more people than ever before. We witnessed the 
power of Torah as a spiritual anchor that remains solid and strong through any 
catastrophe.
With Hashem's help, the large-scale operation to vaccinate Israel's population has 
been a phenomenal success that has enabled us to move the vast majority of our 
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activities back to the physical Beit Midrash, however we continue to incorporate the benefits 
of technological platforms in our programs. 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all our partners who have been supporting 

us generously and with great committment all along the way. May they be blessed through 
the virtue of Torah study in the land of Israel, spiritually and materially by the divine 

source of all blessings.
We would also like to thank the official organizations that support our activity 

and initiatives:
The Religious Council of Raanana and its director, Mr. Aryeh Friedman, 

for his attentiveness and valuable cooperation. This partnership is very 
important to us, and we wish him much success and prosperity.

The Jewish Cultural Division of the Raanana municipality and 
particularly its director and deputy mayor, Mr. Chaim Goldman, 

who is always willing to support and promote valuable 
activities and programs for the residents of Raanana. We 

thank him for his constant, tireless efforts.
We thank Hashem for what has been accomplished 
and pray for the future. May all sickness be 
eradicated and may we be so fortunate as to teach 
Torah and enhance Torah lives through genuine 

love for the people and the land of 
Israel.

Sincerely, 

Rav Binyamin Tabadi
Head of Beit 

M i d r a s h 
L i s h m a , 

Raanana



The limitations and 
restrictions posed by 
the coronavirus caused 
much of our activity to 
be transferred to digital 
platforms. Our rabbis 
continued to learn Torah on 
a regular basis to maintain the 
skills that are so vital for educators 
and scholars who teach Torah to 
others.
Our goal was to return to the Beit Midrash 
and resume face-to-face activity whenever 
and however this could be done safely, and in 
the meantime, to develop a framework in which 
learning routines could be maintained despite frequent 
lockdowns. People learned in their own homes, and our 
rabbis were available by phone and on Zoom. Online learning 
sessions were held regularly and even included oral exams on 
the material, to help maintain a consistent pace and a sense of 
cohesion.
To overcome the difficulties presented by social distancing, Beit Midrash 
Lishma used digital platforms to stay in touch with the community by 
offering Halachic guidance, seminars, lessons, and more.

Online Beit 
Midrash
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Enhancing rabbinical presence to create a sense of communal affiliation even when 
the community is divided into small sub-congregations.

Providing individual support for all members of the community.

Developing a system for helping all residents of the city with any religious issues 
that arise.

Ensuring that Torah learning remains an integral part of the lives of the community 
and all individuals.

Maintaining telephone contact with people living alone and with people who could 
benefit from a daily telephone conversation.

Setting up a system the community could use to receive answers to their halachic 
questions via WhatsApp.

Training rabbis to make optimal use of digital platforms to enhance the pedagogical 
and technical aspects of their lessons.

Understanding the rabbinical role in challenging times

     
We were fortunate to grow from the challenges posed by the coronavirus, and used this period 
to acquire new skills and develop better practices in our Beit Midrash. This benefits the local 
communities and opens our activities to people outside the formal communities and even outside 
the city.
Even today, some of the learning groups still meet online so that people who live outside Raanana, 
who have become regular members of these groups, can continue to participate. In addition, we 
now upload all the lessons taught in the Beit Midrash, and some are even broadcast live, to reach 
as wide an audience as possible.
Over the course of the year, we incorporated content offered by rabbis from outside the Beit Midrash 
at different opportunities, in order to enrich the learning experience for the entire community. 
These special programs were produced with the support of the municipal organizations.
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Projects
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The Virtual Beit Midrash

Our rabbis kept the virtual Beit Midrash active all week 
long.

This provided a valuable alternative to the Beit 
Midrash activity offered before the pandemic. 
Our rabbis offered regular, full-length lessons 
as well as shorter classes in the mornings and 
in the evenings in order to strengthen ties with 
the community. During the pandemic, our rabbis 

offered enrichment classes that were open to the 
public. These classes were viewed 5,000 times, in 

addition to 2,000 live views over the course of the 
year.

"Before Pesach, 2020, we were learning Horayot with Rabbi 
Harel and had planned to finish the tractate before the holiday. The 

pandemic was spreading and the only way we could continue learning 
was over Zoom. The learning program was comprehensive and an excellent 

experience in which fathers and sons learned together. When we finished, the 
Beit Midrash and Rabbi Harel agreed to set up a regular class on Brachot, 

which enables us to continue to study Torah in the evenings, after work" [Ariel]



Chavruta
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When the second lockdown started, we developed 
a unique project to enable people to study 
together, in pairs. The rabbis presented their 
vision to the participants, and invited 
them to join this program. The project 
was a success, and about ten study 
partners, chavrutot, joined the 
program. They continue 
to study together today, 
and feel that they 
have found their 
place in our Beit 
Midrash.



Mondays for Women
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Realizing the role and burden carried by women during the pandemic, 
we developed a Torah learning program for women in conjunction with 
Emunah. The learning sessions were held in person and in compliance 
with the COVID-19 restrictions, to enable women to meet one another and 
recharge. Lessons were taught by Rav Tabadi, his wife, and guest speakers. 
A musical slichot event was attended by about 100 women. These sessions 
were spiritually uplifting, and were described by the participants as giving 
them strength to keep going despite the restrictions and lockdowns.

"Rav Benny gave an excellent lecture on the essence of teshuva, and his wife, 
Yael, prepared us all for meaningful, uplifting prayers on Rosh Hashana. This 
event was exactly what I needed – spirituality and feminine faith."



Kuzari for Young Women
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Rabbi Netanel Weil gave an excellent course 
that began as part of the Chavruta program 
and continued over time. A group of young 

women met in order to study a work that is 
the basis of Jewish faith.

"It is incredible. Each 
class gives me more and 
more knowledge and 
strengthens my faith" 
[Hilla]



ZOOG – Online Parsha 
Lessons for Couples
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A series of monthly learning sessions for couples was 
held to strengthen relationships through joint Torah 
learning. The program was developed and supported by 
members of the Beit Midrash and was led by guest 
speakers. In total, some 500 people participated in 
this program.



Rabbinical Studies for Working Men
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A new group of about 10 working young men was formed in order 
to study and prepare for the rabbinate exams. The lessons 

were taught by Rabbi Yoel Bisror, a long-standing member 
of the Beit Midrash.

"As I spend most of my day working, I was looking for a 
weekly program that would enable me to learn on a regular 

basis despite my busy schedule, and also offer a high level 
of learning. I'm very happy with the choice I made. 
The group gave me tools for learning Halacha that 

I didn’t have before. Rabbi Bisror clearly 
put a lot of thought and effort into the 

lessons he plans. I'm glad that Beit 
Midrash Lishma has become 

an anchor of Torah learning 
in my weekly schedule." 

 [ofir]



Operation Shofar
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The Beit Midrash realized far in advance that there would be a need for many shofars 
to be blown on Rosh Hashana because of the COVID-19 restrictions, and began 
advertising programs for training and educating on this subject. The Beit Midrash 
joined forces with the community administration at the Raanana municipality, and 
recruited members of the various communities. After noting and mapping out the 
various needs, training was offered to all those interested in blowing the shofar on 
Rosh Hashana. The program was an enormous success, and some 200 people were 
trained to meet the needs of the many street minyanim during the holiday. Due 
to this success, we were invited by other municipalities to offer this training 
program in other cities. We uploaded a summary lesson on the halacha 
and practice of blowing the shofar on Rosh Hashana to the Kipa website, 
where it was viewed by some 3,200 people.



Operation Succoth
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Each year, members of the Beit Midrash assist the community with halachic guidance 
related to their succah and the four species. However, this past year more questions 
were asked than ever before by people who were building a succah for the first time 
in their lives. This inspired Operation Succoth. Our rabbis went from house to house, 
checking the succah of all those who requested this service.
A temporary WhatsApp group was opened in which people sent photos and asked 
questions. The rabbis from our Beit Midrash answered thousands of questions about 
the laws of this holiday.



Pesach Competition
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We strive to encourage Torah learning and help make it well-loved by the younger 
generation. This inspired a Pesach quiz organized by the Beit Midrash. The participants 
in this competition studied the laws of Pesach from the Mishna B’rura, with 
notes by Ish Matzliach. Their learning taught them about the halachic rulings 
of the different Jewish ethnic groups, and instilled a sense of unity and 
connection with Jewish tradition. Our rabbis were available to answer 
any questions the participants had while learning. The participants 
took a preliminary exam and were meticulously screened, so that 
only the most knowledgeable participated in the final round. The 
final contest was organized with the municipal community 
division and attended by the mayor and his deputy who 
even presented some of the questions and were 
amazed by the participants' knowledge. The panel 

of judges comprised local community rabbis.  
About 40 teens participated in the event, 
and 700 people watched it 
and learned about the 
laws of Pesach and 
about dedication and 
commitment to 
Torah learning.



New!!
Thursday Evening Beit Midrash
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Now that COVID-19 is coming to an end in Israel, our goal is to 
incorporate Torah learning into the routines of as many people 

as possible. That is why we developed a new, open Beit 
Midrash session on Thursday evenings for the public. 

All the rabbis remain at the Beit Midrash and invite 
the residents of Raanana to learn Torah with 

them. Many of these learning sessions have 
been held already, and attended by dozens of 
adults and teens.



Zoom Seminars
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During the pandemic, there was a need for seminars and learning sessions before 
the holidays. In order to enrich the lives of the members of the Beit Midrash and 
make activities available to other residents of Raanana, we held online 
classes on Holocaust Memorial Day and on the Fast 
of Esther before Purim, which were 
attended by public figures 
and had an audience of 
over 100 people.



ΨWhatsApp Groups

We set up WhatsApp groups to address the needs of the public that arose during the 
pandemic.

Koren Ora –
A Shining LightΨ
A WhatsApp 

group for 
updates and 

Torah classes 
during the 
pandemic.

Beit Hora’ah LishmaΨ
A group that was set 
up to answer halachic 
questions. The group is 
active from 8 AM to 10:30 
PM and enables people to 
ask questions and receive 
answers instantly from the 
rabbis of the Beit Midrash. 
The group helps the 
rabbis stay up to date on 
issues that come up, even 
before they address them 
in their own communities 
250 questions in a month.
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Our Beit Midrash places special emphasis on studying the refreshing writings of the 
Maharal, as he contends with issues unique to this generation. We strive to encourage 
more people to study the Maharal, and have established this WhatsApp group to 
answer questions that come up on this specific topic. People who know they will 
receive rapid, precise answers to their questions are more inspired to persist with 
their learning.
The group has 210 members and 80 questions are asked each month.

This group was established 
to support people learning 
Torah on their own. People 
are invited to ask questions 
and present difficulties they 
encountered while learning 
and to receive answers 
from the community. 
This promotes a sense of 
mutual responsibility and 
simulates a learning group 
working together. Some 
900 questions are asked 

each month.

Lishma MaharalΨ

Lishma –
 Rabbinical StudiesΨ

We share our experience of 
rabbinical studies with other 
rabbis at various stages of 
receiving their certification. 
Our Beit Midrash sets a role 
model for the training and 
aspirations of future rabbis. We 
strive to present a vision and a 
comprehensive picture of Torah 
learning, spiritual development, 
and contact with the public for all 
those studying for their rabbinical 
certification exams. The group 
also creates an opportunity for 
the rabbis in our Beit Midrash to 
review the material they studied 
in the past, and to provide high-
quality answers to questions 
raised by young Torah scholars 

in all parts of Israel.

Lishma – Beit Vaad 
LaChachamim Ψ
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Community Rabbis
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Rabbi Ariel Chachamov: 

Rabbi of the community in the Perachim neighborhood.                                          
Community 

Rabbi
                                       

Rabbi David Weitzman: 

Rabbi of the Kiryat Sharet community.                                                                      
Community 

Rabbi

Rabbi Ananiel Aharon:  

Rabbi of the Neve Zemer community.                                                                         
Community 

Rabbi

Rabbi Nechemia Halevi: 

Rabbi of the Neve Gan community in Petach Tikvah.                                               
Community 

Rabbi

Rabbi Yoel Bisror: 

Former rabbi of the Yeshurun community.                                                                
Community 

Rabbi

Rabbi Avichai Berkovits: 

Rabbi of Kehilat 'Gibor Israel' for young professionals.                                            
Community 

Rabbi

 Graduate

 Graduate

 Graduate
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 Rabbi Eldad Karni 

 Rabbi Amir Chaisen

 Rabbi Elad Harel

 Rabbi Netanel Weill 

 Rabbi Harel Raviv

 Rabbi Nir Nathanson

 Rabbi Roei Cohen

חברותא
אחד על אחד עם רבני ביהמ"ד

פרשה 
   zoogב

יפה 
שעה אחת

חברותא
אחד על אחד עם רבני ביהמ"ד

יפה 
שעה אחת

חברותא
אחד על אחד עם רבני ביהמ"ד

יפה 
שעה אחת

חברותא
אחד על אחד עם רבני ביהמ"ד
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Being Part
 of the Beit Midrash
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Recruiting new members: Due to the pandemic, we decided not to allow new 
rabbis to move to Raanana, out of a sense of responsibility to their families. We 
held introductory events for the wives of the rabbis in the Beit Midrash, and the 
rabbis met with Rav Tabadi, head of the Beit Midrash, to talk about their needs 
and to help in any possible way during this complicated year. These conversations 
emphasized the responsibilities of people in rabbinical roles, and the need for 
them to be available to the public to provide support and spiritual guidance.
The Beit Midrash developed a meticulous learning program for each rabbi that 
involves support and monthly exams given by Rav Tabadi, to ensure that all 
goals are met. The rabbis were also given tools for initiating processes on virtual 
platforms, such as:

1. Lessons on developing content for short videos of different kinds.
2. Learning how to speak in front of a camera.
3. Training on holding Zoom sessions for social-community activities.
4. Learning how to relay content over Zoom.



Looking Ahead
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With Hashem’s help, Beit Midrash Lishma has been flourishing and gaining an excellent 
reputation. We are proud of the inquiries we receive from different communities in 
Raanana and from Torah scholars interested in joining our 
programs. 

>  We plan to add three new rabbis to the Beit Midrash to join us in actively teaching 
Torah in Raanana.
 
>  We look forward to two more of our rabbis leading communities in Raanana.
 
>  Over the last year, we set the ambitious goal of training the rabbis in the Beit Midrash 
in order to set the highest possible standards and develop a support system for a wide 
range of fields that are relevant to communities in which our rabbis require special skills 
and expertise. We will begin with issues related to Jewish philosophy and ideology, 
which have become a significant challenge in light of attitudes gaining popularity in 
Israel and worldwide, and proceeding with community-related issues.
We have developed a comprehensive program in conjunction with the Association of 
Community Rabbis, in which Rav Binyamin Tabadi, head of the Beit Midrash, addresses 
philosophic issues and the Aassociation addresses community-related issues, We are 
pleased that the rabbis in our Beit Midrash will be interacting with other rabbis in a 
setting in which they can learn from one another.

 
>  Another goal is to create Beit Midrash communities by holding regular meetings for 
the gabbaim of the different communities with the rabbis in the Beit Midrash, in order to 
develop unique activities together for these communities.
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Leadership Course
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Rabbis require professional training in order to address the spiritual and halachic 
needs of today's communities and for Torah scholars to interact with the public 
and share the knowledge they have acquired during years of Torah learning. We 
have developed a course that comprehensively addresses many of these issues 
and prepares rabbis for the leadership role they will assume.

Ten sessions, each one divided into three units.

The perspective of the Torah and Halacha on contemporary issues – taught by 
R. Binyamin Tabadi

Learning different perspectives on Halachic rulings from leading guest rabbis with 
expertise in different fields.

Developing professional skills such as public speaking, lesson planning, mediation, 
rabbinical modeling, and more – taught by experts in these fields.

*The program is subject to change, 
as determined by the steering committee.

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3
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